I suggest that it is quite wrong for us to threaten to resign at this time if certain conditions are not met. There may be many general practitioners who do not need a resignation issue, and this could be shown by postal ballot, in which case six months' notice could be given to the Government. From April 1967 we would make reasonable charges to patients and the Government would have plenty of time to arrange administrative details for repaying in part or whole the cost to the patient. We should no longer be political pawns and patients would have freedom to consult the doctor of their choice, merit would automatically be rewarded, and the extra work involved in the care of the very young and very old recompensed accordingly without need for any of the complicated machinery now proposed. There seems no reason why the public should continue to accept and have access to the luxury of a free general-practitionei service, provided in its present form and a, our expense, since they cannot afford to pay for it. I suggest that we immediately cut this to an austerity service, with either the complete abolition of evening surgeries Oi perhaps surgeries on two days a week only Possibly under these conditions people woulc themselves start to deal with all the minor nonsense that wastes 50% of our time twice daily.
Dr. B. J. STAFFORD (Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts) writes:
I applaud the decision of our negotiators to accept the Government's pay pause as it seems to apply to the profession. It shows that we are willing and proud to do our bit in the present national economic crisis. However, I feel strongly that it should be made abundantly clear to the nation (by the Minister-for our representatives to do it would sound too much like blowing our own trumpet) that this is the second "bit" that we have done-the first was to agree to a year of half-payment of the increase.
The Government's policy, as I understand it, is that increases negotiated before 20 July for implementation after that date should be deferred for six months. The only reason we did not receive ours before 20 July is that there is no one at the Ministry good enough at arithmetic to calculate the salaries before the end of September. (One would have thought that, although a new system of payment for general practitioners may be difficult to calculate, a simpler salary scale such as that for hospital staff could be calculated and implemented within a week.) Dr. M. E. TAPISSIER (Royston, Yorks) writes:
By which contract for services are we general practitioners at present bound ? Some would say that although no formal contracts have been signed between individual practitioners and their executive councils, oral agreement between the general practitioners' representatives and the Government The direcr involvement of medicine in politics has brought nothing but evil. No medical issue is considered on its own merits but only in relation to advantage in the party political game. The complete abolition of prescription charges was a good example. It wasted millions of pounds and increased the haste in which we have to do our work. On the other hand, the Conservative policy of a charge for every item on prescriptions penalized the people most needing help-patients with most wrong with them. The middle course of a charge per prescription, no matter how many items on it, would not have served the electioneering purposes of either party. If war is too serious to be left to the military, is not medical care too serious to be left to politicians ?
